


Dear customer;

We have made all innovations in quality and product development stages in line with the feedback 
and suggestions of our valuable users. We would like to take this opportunity to thank our esteemed 
Turkish doctors for their contributions; hope to receive your support, suggestions and criticism 
with sensitivity.

About 40 years of experience in the sector as a manufacturer with the highest quality, 
TMT Tıbbi Medikal Malz. San. A.Ş. has gained an important share in the international market as well as 
in our country in a short time. We are proud to have gained the rightful trust in nearly 100 countries 
all over the world with the                                                brand.

Societies that want to live well without working, getting tired and producing are 
doomed to l�e their dignity first, then their freedom and then their independence 

and �ture.
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AUTOCLAVABLE

ideal 
aeration holes

comfortable curve

tops preventing 
contact with instep

air circulation 
craters

anatomic heel basin

anatomic structure

non-slip sole

toe grabber

The inner surface of the product designed considering your feet’s comfort is anatomical. 
Smoothsurface and reciprocal holes made with the purpose of ventilating feet 
provide day long comfort. Thanks to its special conical design, 
the fluids spilt on the slippers will be prevented to go in.
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Eşsiz bir konfor sağlamak için yapılmış anatomik dizayn.
Delik adeti çoğaltılarak sağlanmış üstün hava sirkülasyonu.

Tmt Tıbbi Medikal Malzemeler San. Ve Tic. A.Ş. reserves the right to change the model and size of the products without prior notice to its customers.

AUTOCLAVABLE

comfortable curve

tops preventing 
contact with instep

anatomic sole

non-slip sole

Anatomic design has been created to provide unique comfort.
Superior air circulation provided by increased hole number. 

Jasmine and Unitem clogs can be sterilized at 121° and 134°. 
They can also be cleaned in 100° with any domestic or industrial 
type detergent. Besides, they can be sterilized with liquid disinfecting 
solutions, EO or formaldehyde.

Technical specifications:

2 years guarantee against manufacturing defects

Guarantee

It is made of anti-static and anti-microbial special material 
which is halogen-free and non-flammable.

Material



This product is imported by Egemen International.
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